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Notice of Issuance of New Shares, Disposal of Treasury Shares and Secondary Offering of Shares 
 

TACHI-S announces that its board of directors' meeting held on November 30, 2012 passed the resolution with 

regard to the issuance of new shares, disposal of treasury shares and secondary offering of shares as follows:   

 

Background and Purpose of this Offering  

The Company Group is an independent seat system supplier that consistently conducts the development to 

production stages of automotive seats, which are automobile interior parts.  Both in Japan and abroad, in response 

to the characteristics of our products, we conduct our business operations by establishing our production bases 

adjacent to the Japanese-affiliated automobile manufacturers which are our clients.  

As the automobile industry surrounding the Company Group has seen the market maturing, we find ourselves in a 

very hard situation where an increase in production quantity cannot be expected in the domestic market going 

forward.  On the other hand, it is expected that the market will undergo a large expansion centering on emerging 

countries.  

Under such circumstances, the Japanese-affiliated automobile manufacturers that are the Company Group’s clients 

have been promoting global activities with an increasing speed by setting new medium to long-term growth 

strategies for survival.  The Company Group also recognizes that working to tackle this stream of new strategies, 

especially challenging business operations in areas centering on emerging countries, is a crucial stage in terms of our 

survival.  

Therefore, we will strengthen our business foundations as a global seat system creator and aim to become a 

corporation with a worldwide presence by steadily implementing various measures to reach the goals in line with our 

newly established vision of “Global Challenge 177”, being targeted to achieve in fiscal year 2016, and three 

long-term goals; “Number 1 in quality”, “Operating profit margin of 7%” and “Global production share of 7%” with 

the aim of building up a competitive business structure to survive.  

The purpose of this fund procurement through the issuance of new shares and disposal of treasury shares is to 

ramp up our production capacity abroad centering on emerging countries and to make further expansion in our 

growth investment capability through our capital adequacy by securing funds for capital investment in the ASEAN 

region and China and funds for expanding our development functions in the U.K. as part of our variety of measures 

to achieve the above-mentioned long-term goals.  

By expanding the global network for our production bases through this fund procurement, the Company Group 

will come to accurately understand our clients’ needs, aim to build a structure that allows prompt response as well as 

a foundation for business expansion, strengthen our financial predisposition, and realize a business structure that 

allows us to respond flexibly to changes in the business environment and to promote agile capital investments.  The 

Company Group will make efforts to maximize the interests of stakeholders including shareholders by steadily 

carrying out a variety of measures to achieve its long-term goals.  

 


